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Today, Jupiter leaves Virgo and enters Libra, according to Jyotish calculations. This heaviest of
all seven physical planets had entered Kanya on 11th August 2016. Both Kanya and Tula are
not friendly signs for Jupiter and it gives results there which are unconventional and
non-traditional for Jupiter. 

Brihaspati will stay in Tula from 12th September 2017 to 11th October 2018. Its subsequent
transit in Libra will be from 26th December 2028 to 25th January 2030. Its previous transit was
from 28th September 2005 to 27th October 2006.   Jupiter's transits in Libra in the last one
century were as follows-

- 8th October 1910 to 7th November 1911
- 23rd September 1922 to 22nd October 1923
- 6th September 1934 to 6th October 1935
- 19th August 1946 to 17th September 1947
- 21st July 1958 to 17th August 1959
- 12th November 1969 to 11th December 1970
- 27th October 1981 to 26th November 1982
- 12th October 1993 to 11th November 1994

In Tula, a rashi owned by Shukra (Venus), Brihaspati is forced to sacrifice its disciplined nature
and the inclinations to blindly follow the conventional traditions and beliefs. It becomes more
flexible, adjusting and open to broader ideas and experimentation. This kind of a transit lays
foundations for big changes or revolutions which are to happen in future.

Due to the effect of this transit of Brihaspati in Tula there will be good progress in research in
medicine and the studies related to human mind and body. New breakthroughs in technology
including information technology will happen. Industries like transportation, travel, hospitality
and food will have good growth during this transit. 

But, there are also high risks of spread of epidemics. Unrest among the deprived and
suppressed can lead to revolts. As big powers lose patience and are inspired to break
conventions there can be serious conflicts or war in several parts of the world. 

 Bullion, especially gold, will be affected by this transit. It can get dearer. The demand for gold
will increase worldwide. 

The influence of this transit of Jupiter in Libra on the twelve ascendants and moon signs will be
somewhat as follows -

1. Aries - Mesh: Improvement in health; increase in body weight; good progress in professional
pursuits; reduction in wasteful expenses; increase in income; long distance travels; improved
confidence; good relations with relatives and family members; high chances of marriage for the
unmarried and eligible ones; satisfactory and devoted love life.

2. Taurus - Vrishabh: Health problems; increase in debt; wasteful expenses; legal hassles;
souring of relations with friends over monetary issues, increased tendency to show off and
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spend beyond means; beginning of a new business; good opportunities in politics.

3. Gemini - Mithun: Change of job; better income; improvement in creativity and confidence;
fruitful long distance travels; new love in life; good progress in academics; birth of a child in
family; good relations with friends, parents and children. 

4. Cancer - Karka: Frequent travels; good progress in work; fame and recognition; good
relations with parents; change of residence; relocation to another city or nation; acquisition of a
new property; new vehicle; legal troubles; increase in expenses; short term health issues
related to heart, liver and pancreas.    

5. Leo - Simha: Increase in confidence and courage; good relations with siblings and close
friends; good monetary gains; frequent and enjoyable short term but long distance journeys;
favorable time for getting married; good progress in job and business. 

6. Virgo - Kanya: More involvement in family affairs; increase in savings; good gains related to
finances and profession; satisfactory returns from redemption of investments; marital discord
due to family issues; health problems related to liver and pancreas. 

7. Libra - Tula: Increase in confidence; high desire to take more risks in both professional and
personal life; high ego; better health; more meaning and satisfaction love life and marital
relations. 

8. Scorpio - Vrishchik: High expenses; health troubles  related to digestion, high blood sugar,
reproductive organs and kidneys; increased worries about children and other dependents;
setbacks in conventional academics but good progress in studies related to foreign subjects,
design, fashion and music; loss of money due to family troubles.

9. Sagittarius - Dhanu: Good monetary gains; good health; favorable time for marriage; birth of
a child in family; increase in circle of friends; good progress in studies; gains from sale or
purchase of property. 

10: Capricorn - Makar: Sudden and big changes in professional setup; legal troubles; loss of
job; new job or business; short term health problems; relocation to another city or nation. 

11. Aquarius - Kumbh: Favorable time comes gain after three years of struggle; reduction in
wasteful expenses; good monetary gains; excellent progress in academics; better job; good
progress in business; fame; recognition; gains from work related to foreign nations; relocation to
another nation for work.

12. Pisces - Meen: Persistent and mysterious health problems, increase in expenses; sudden
and negative developments in job and business; health related worries about parents; better
relations with in-laws; unplanned and fruitless travels; unexpected gains related to lottery or
inheritance. 
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